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DuraLite tables have been designed to be durable, lightweight and virtually maintenance free.
To ensure the longevity of your product we recommend the following steps when it
comes to the cleaning of your new tables:
DuraLite tables are made of durable, long lasting ABS plastic: Although impervious to most
liquids and despite its hard surface texture, it does require some careful attention when it
comes to cleaning the surface.
Work surfaces can be cleaned with any alcohol based industrial glass cleaner or simply a
light soap water mixture. Windex is the recommended option for this product.
For heavy, malicious markings, Simple Green, Clorox spray or other multipurpose glass
cleaners coupled with a stiff brush will clean most problem areas. It will be necessary to wipe
the table down with Windex afterwards to complete the process.
Using a stiff brush will improve cleaning and remove heavy marks that may have become
embedded in the work surface texturing.
Aggressive, solvent based cleaners simply are not necessary to keep your tables looking
clean and new. Solvent based products can damage the plastic and should not be used.
Do not use these products:
Solvent based cleaners such as mineral oil, mineral spirits, or turpentine.
Citrus cleaners (all contain high levels of citric acids that penetrate plastic).
Orange Oil based cleaners (all contain citric acid).
Heavy-duty cleaners such as Fantastic, 409 and other aggressive industrial cleaners that are
designed for bathrooms and kitchens.
Powdered cleaners such as Ajax or Con Ami.
Heavy, intentional marking by pen or permanent marker may be difficult or impossible to
completely remove. Using the above methods will create the best results.
Proper care and careful use is the best method of maintaining the finish of the product.
Use
DuraLite tables are designed for indoor use. Discoloration or fading may occur if used outside
or if placed in direct sunlight.
Make sure the legs are completely unfolded and gravity locks are in position before using
table.
The top surface and edges of tables should not be dropped onto the floor. In the case of
round tables, rolling should be avoided. Dropping or impacting the table surface or edges
may cause stress (white) marks or cracks.
When moving tables form one setup position to another, do not drag across the floor. This
can cause damage to the legs. Two people should lift tables for movement to a new set-up
location or for storage.
Two people are required to load and unload tables from storage racks and table caddies.
Dropping the table into the rack or caddy, or onto the floor when removing for setup could
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cause cracking or stress marks. When unloading a table, start from outside edge so the
second person can move around the table caddy. When loading the table caddy, move the
first table toward the center to allow the next table to be loaded.
Proper Handling Techniques below:

Field-Replaceable Components
Legs:

The unique metal-to-metal leg attachment allows new legs to be
attached in the original threaded mounting holes. Do not over-torque
screws.

Corner Covers:

The exclusive corner cover is designed to remain fastened to the
table to protect the top core even during extreme abuse. Should
the corner cover need to be replaced from mishandling, follow
these simple instructions:
1. Place table upside down on a clean, smooth surface.
2. Locate the identified dimples on the underside of the
corner covers (molded-in arrows point to these locations).
3. Drill down through these dimples to a depth of ½” with a ¼”
drill bit. Lightly ream the hole with the drill bit to
release the damaged corner cover. Be careful not to drill
through the top.
4. Remove the old corner cover and two metal spring clips.
Attach two new spring clips with a 5/16” hex key. Align &
insert the 3 tabs on the spring clip with the 3 grooves in
corner molding. When spring clip bottoms, turn clockwise to
secure. Attach new corner cover with firm, even pressure.
NOTE: New corner cover replacement kits (which include
new spring clips) are available to match the table tops in the
following colors.
Color
(GR)
(SA)
(WA)

Blue Grey
Sand
Walnut

Order Part #
#DLT.CC.TGR
#DLT.CC.TSA
#DLT.CC.TWA

(Above part # is for 1 corner cover & 2 new spring clips)

